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TIGER GAPTAINS
TIGER SONGSTERS SCORE TRIUMPH BEFORE FAMOUS PLAY GIVEN UNCLE SAM PLANS
ATTEND ANDERSON
HIS HOUSE PARTY
AUDIENCES THROUGHOUT SOUTH CAROLINA HERE BY WINTHROP
Club Royally Welcomed a dance immediately after the perKIWANIS BANQUET GleeEverywhere
DAUGHTERS CHAPTER
HONORING KAYDETS
formance.
With Grand

In Florence the singers scored a
big hit, receiving much praise by
Last Thursday
Gary
Finklea,
the News and Review. Much praise
captain of the football team, and
The Tiger Singing Team, official- was given Wayland Shands, the diClarence McGill, captain of the ly the Glee Club, scored an over- rector of the club, in the following
baseball team, were guests at a whelming victory over South Caro- clipping:
meeting of the Anderson Kiwanis lina- last week, returning to Clemson
"Under the direction of Wayland
Club. The captains of all the ath- Sunday night, from a tour with a Shands, a Florence county boy, the
letic teams of Clemson were invited long string of icalps of South Caro- Clemson College Glee Club came
to attend the meeting, but Wal- lina towns and an imaginary string up to every expectation in its perlace Roy and "Frog" Palmer, cap- of hearts and valentines.
formance at the high school auditains of the track and basketball
At Spartanburg the team was con- torium .last night, and gave pleasure
teams, were unable to accept the fronted by a colorful audience, and to every person in the large aucordial invitation because of their when they trotted out upon the stage i dience which assembled to enjoy
participation in basketball.
the scene was remindful of David the fine program which had been
The Clemson cadets who attended and Goliath. Wit'i beating nearts promised. The club is better this
the banquet enjoyed the evening the invaders lina-l up before the au- year than any year since it has bid
tremendously and appreciated the dience, and when the palpitating for public favor and its tour is
honor shown to their college as had ceased long enough to allow the bound to be a great success. The
well as to themselves.
vocal organs to show their mettle, program last night consisted of
Dr. Henry Grier, president of they "sounded off" with the "Sol- songs, .orchestral numbers, solos,
Erskine College, was the principal diers' Chorus", a selection from and impersonations and was execuspeaker at the banquet.
ted in professional style. The open"Faust."
From that time on it was the ing number was a chorus and it
Tiger's game. Play after play wns was rendered by the entire club in
called, and each resulted in a gain faultless manner. A quartette and
for Clemson. Off tackle, cross tackle, a reading followed, the latter havmusical
accompaniment
and center rushes were run, and ing a
they all were met with in opposi- which made it most effective. The
fourteen numbers,, of the program
tion.
were very success.'^;'.. renJered.5"
•■ake
Cromar
went
Cor
an
end-run,
In proportion to the size of the
■aiuN-t-hat's when the victory came.
Clemson Quintet in A~tii'ens To- With his. winning smile he crossed city, Mullins probably presented the
the goal VH^e, placed the ball be- largest attendance. The house was
night Playing Georgia;
tween the pCSJs; ~^v7a^. called back jammed full and the compliments
Carolina Next
which the club received after the
point.
showed that they had
The Spartanburg Herald featured' pr-i-rormance
i no any on the trip.
Only four games more on the Ti- a special article the next morning
OHmax at Coker
ger's schedule now, and tonight with the heading "Singers from
But the firewnvl^s started when
they are playing one of those. Just Clemson Present Excellent Program.
now that team of Jungle beasts is Jake Cromer is Stellar." An extract the club reached Coker College. The
spending forty minutes at hard and from the article' reads as follows: performance was given ,.on Saturday
strenuous labor in combatting the
" the numbers were excellent night, but Dr. and Mrs. Sikes had
University of Georgia quintet in and were received with acclamation reached there on Friday anil their
Athens, Ga.
by the audience.
Outstanding on arrival had struck the match. The
After this scrap there will be the program was the work of Jake visit of Coker's recent president fillthree more before the Oonferenee Cromer. His called for and incal'ed ed the students with joy and they
tournament in Atlanta. The game for remarks never failed to bring were very anxious to show their
tonight is one of these conference forth a laugh. He is ■ actually so gratitude.
did this by opening wide
games that the Tigers need so bad- good that the members of the gle'1 herThey
doors
to the Clemson reprely, and they have gone out deter- club say 'everything is Jake' when sentatives, showing them such hosmined to bring it home all tied up they mean that everything is all pitality as they have never seen
right. He and Fred Leitzsey proved before. The influence of Dr. and
in purple and gold ribbons.
Two more games here, one with themselves able comedians in their Mrs. Sikes certainly proved that
Carolina and one with Maryland, blackface act. . . . Joe Warren's they are "it" in Hartsville, and it
will complete the conference sched- reading 'Just as Usual' was so well al=o verified all the nice things
ule, and one to be played with Fur- liked that he had to return for sev- which Dr. Sikes has said about Coman in Greenville will wind up the eral encores. Mercer Ross deserves ker.
<;iec".tjfor the pleasing way in which
season.
Yesterday in the college chapel
h sail6"'The Sweetest Call' by John Dr. Sikes related a few of the inciThe Carolina Gamacocks will in- Morrow.
. . ."
dents which occurred in Hartsville.
vade Clemson on Saturday night to
Chicora Girls Smile"
He said that Jake Cromer, as usual,
even the score with the Tigers. The
This big victory increased the with his winning way won th«
Tigers have been victorious over
this team in one encounter this self-confidence of the singers, but hearts of all the girls. While talkseason, and are anxious to repeat when they reached Chicora, College ing to some of his friends Dr. Sikes
the first game. It promises to be they encountered a far different kinj received many compliments, one of
one of those spirited contests that of foe, a kind that causea simple ,vhich was: "I have heard Harry
always mark the meeting of Clem- harmonic or vibratory motion, hav- La0"der himself, but Fred Leitzsey's
son and Carolina teams, and you ing a jelly-like effect upon their impersonnation of him is just as
good. ' I have seen many singers
can stake your last penny en the knees.
The smiles of the collage girls play the x part of 'Old Black Joe',
fact that the Tigers,—although the
closest of friends with the Game- were so bewitching that it tool' ail but your representative is hard to
V
cocks,—will fight a furious battle the might of Director Shands and beat."
The remarK.able success of the
Manager Ergle to drag the enfor the supremacy.
thralled singers from the stage. club is due to \ the cooperation of
They would have sung forever be- every member d'£ the club and to
fore such an audience, or as long the direction of W'- A. Shands and
Miss Elaine Keith Moves
as the audience could have toler- the management ofj D. R. Ergle.
S —D. H. R.
To San Juan, Porto Rico ated it.
While in Columbia the club was
Miss Elaine Keith, a former mem- entertained by Miss Lucy McLeod
Sgt. Peck: "So yon- have come to
ber of the office force of several at the Governor's monsion with a drill without a cap, eh? What
departments at Clemson, has been pretty reception in honor of Miss would you say if ;a soldier should
appointed secretary to the Collector McLeod's sorority at Columbia Col- go to France without his rifle?"
of Customs at San Juan, Porto Rico, lege and the Clemson Glee Club.
Fresh. Cadet: "2'd say he was an
and will sail from New York on It was a most charming evening.
officer, sir."
/
February 18th.
At Sumter the club was received
Miss Keith's many friends at by a very large audience. The ocOST
Clemson will be pleased to know casion had been widely advertised A platinum bale pin set with one
that she was appointed to this post and the people of Sumter respond- diamond. This] pin was lost on the
over a number of rivals. She has ed very graciously.
The "Junga- night of the senior Dance bar one
been working in Washington, D. C, leers" must have been in their prime of the visitors} Finder please re
this winter.
for they were engaged to play for turn to P. Mile;V hi Room 205.
Finale at Coker
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FOUR MORE GAMES
FOB

A picturization of the Freiburg
Passion Play is being presented at
the Y. M. C. A. Wednesday and
Thursday, under the auspices of the
Clemson chapter
of
Winthrop
Daughters.
This production, the oldest Passion Play in the world, was first
played at Freiburg in 1264, and the
present motion picture version is
said to be one of the finest and most
worthwhile pictures ever screened.
The presentation here is being
sponsored by the Winthrop Daughters and the proceeds will be used
by that organization for the benefit
of their scholarship fund which is
being used to send worthy girls
through college at Winthrop.
Performances will be 4:10 and
7:00 P. M. both Wednesday and
Thursday and special music will accompany the night shows.

JUNIOR DANCE NEXT
w
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June 11 to July 22 Dates Fixed
for Annual R. O. T. C.
Outing at McClellan
Greetings Juniors.
Notice has
been received that the date for the
house-party, which the government holds each year for juniors in
the R O. T. C. course has been set.
Camp will begin June 11, and will
end July 22. . Camp McClellan, Anniston, Alabama will be the scene
of the festivities. Besides the usual
board and railroad fare each man
will receive seventy cents a day
for his labor (word labor used advisedly).
Innoculation and vaccination will
be over within two weeks, the preliminary physical examination has
been held, and now the juniors wait
for the month of June. In the
mean time athletic teams will be
organized so that Clemson can make
a good showing in sports.

LOCAL BOY SCOUTS ARE
AWARDFn MF!?nr BADGES

Four members of the Clemson
'Shorty" Russell and Cohorts troop
of Boy Scouts were awarded
Plan
For Gay and
merit badges at the meeting last
week. Dr. E. W. Sikes made a
Brilliant Affair
short talk and delivered the badges.
Fathers of 18 of the boys were
The next big thing on Clemson's present. The local troop now boasts
social ledger is the Junior Dance, of 20 'members, with Sergeant J. N.
to be given on Friday evening, Peck as Scoutmaster.
February 26, by the Junior Dancing
Club.
last spring, and, from reports, they
This will be the second dance are even better now than they were
given by this club this year, and it then.
is hoped that it will be as big a
Those who expect to attend should
success as the one given last Oc- write to some young lady immet'o'.-or. Everyone is expecting a big diately and let her make plans to
time and
"Shorty"
Russell, the be on the campus at that date, and
president of the club, says they are put her name on the list in Room
not to be disappointed.
14 7, so the reception committee
It is a certainty that the music may begin placing the girls early
will be the very best, for LaMotte's ' next week.
Orchestra of Columbia has been seAll Freshmen who so desire may
cured to furnish the jazz. This or- attend this dance, but may not
chestra played for the Athletic Ball bring girls.

EDGAR A, GUEST, POET OF THE PEOPLE,
DELIOHTS CLEMSON WITH TALK AND POEMS
Noted Writer of Verse Appears Before Large Audience in Chapel
Edgar A. Guest, nationally known
and loved as a poet who sings of
the home and the happenings of everyday life, visited Clemson last
Wednesday and spoke in the college
chapel.
"The Poet of the People" is Mr.
Guest's most familiar appellation,
next to the affectionate "Eddie" by
which he is known to his hundreds
and thousands of friends, and after
his appearance here, Clemson was
ready to acclaim him by both titles.
The talk which Mr. Guest gave in
chapel—no one could call such a delightfully informal chat a lecture—
consisted mainly of readings from
his own verse, each poem prefaced
with a few remarks, mostly in a
light vein, as to the reason for its
being written. He told of the doings of his family, "Bud" and "Ma"
and "Pa", referring always to himself as "Pa" or "Eddie" because, he

said, he was afraid to talk in the
first person.
Incident after incident he would
describe and run naturally into recitation of the poems which they inspired.
So great was the acclaim vith
which Mr. Guest -was received that
when he concluded his talk and sat
down, the audience applauded thunderously until he smilingly rose and
recjted three more poems.
At the conclusion of the talk Dr.
E. W. Sikes took the floor for a
moment and said, "The Lord sent
James Whitcomb Riley down to
earth to make people happy and He
took Riley away. Now He has sent
Eddie Guest."
Mr. Guest, whose poems appear in
various newspapers all over the
country and whose singing of the
life, the joys and sorrows, the ideals
and virtues of everyday folk, has
endeared him to the entire'country,
came to Clemson and spoke to the
student body entirely free of charge
at the invitation of Dr. W. W. Daniel, director of the Academic Department.
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EDITORIAL
From all reports of the welcome which the girls at Coker
College gave Dr. E. W. Sikes, our "prexy", when he returned
to his old stamping-ground last week, we have decided it would
be right nice to be a college president.
Lieutenant "Speck" Smith- commander of Clemson's drummers and buglers, visited Winthrop last week-end- Wonder
if he took along his Drum and Nuisance Corps and woke up
the girls for reveille as rudely as he does the kay-dets here!
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English author; The Gorilla, a play
by the original New York cast; Will
Rogers; Sousa and his Band; "The
Bohemian Girl", a famous opera by
a capable company; and Paul Whiteman's orchestra.
Efrem Zimbalist, the famous
violinist, was in Spartanburg recently.
Thurlow Lieurance, famous
i composer and Tenderer of Indian
i music, was in Greenville only a few
weeks ago.
Some argue, of course, that the
taste of Clemson cadets is not high
enough to appreciate such master
performers. Our only reply to that
is that Clemson cadets have not
been given sufficient chance to show
what they appreciate.
Naturally
they don't care for mediocre attempts by second-rate performers
to render classical music.
. But we firmly believe a trial
would show them to be highly appreciative of the real artists, no
matter how "high-brow" the program.
Certainly they would enjoy Will
Rogers, or The Gorilla, or Sousa's
Band, or Paul Whiteman. And they
would rally by the hundreds to hear
Branch Rickey, famous baseball
manager, who lectured not long ago
at Wofford, Mississippi A. & M.,
and other Southern colleges, or
Charles Paddock, world's champion
sprinter, who is booked to lecture
in the immediate future at Emory
and the University of Alabama,
both not very far from Clemson.
Of course it would cost a little
more to bring the big attractions to
Clemson. But with the cost divided
among a thousand students, only a
slight increase in the season ticket
would cover the difference.
We feel certain that we speak for
most Clemson students when we
say we would be glad to dispense
entirely with the present mediocre
lyceum course to have just a few
real "Big time" entertainments.
Let's have more of Eddie Guest's
calibre. Other colleges have the
famous ones; why not Clemson?

Over-size
Duofold

HAPPENS ONLY FOUR
TIMES A

P

YEAR

At a recent meeting of the Calhoun Literary Society the following
men were elected to the various positions and for the reasons given:
J. M. Law, president because
this position requires a thorough
knowledge of parliamentary rules,
and if any body knows the "laws"
it's "Jack":
F. N. Culler, vice-president, because the vice-president does nothing, and "Newt" does this better
than anyone else.
J. P. Batson, senior critic, because
the critic must throw stones and
therefore could not be a "hot house
rose".
R. H. Mitchell, recording secretary, because, well, "just because".
C. M. Reynolds, corresponding
secretary, because he was asleep
at the time and could not help
himself.
L. A. Seaborn, junior critic, because he was helping the secretary
sleep.
T. W. Smith, sergeant-at-arms
because he has just completed the
"rat" year, and should be capable
of acting janitor.
Somehow the name "Literary
Society" has generally become associated, among the students, with the
thought "fossilized precedents", or
in other words "cut and dried
procedure". If you think the Calhoun is like this, you have not
been to a meeting lately.
Order
and decorum are preserved at this
unusual society, and yet everyone
has a lively time.
Now, if you think this Is an
unusual "write-up", it goes to show
that you haven't the mentality to
distinguish the unusual from the
ordinary. This is very ordinaryCome to the next meeting and see
the unusual.
P. H. R.
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WANTED—BRITISH THER
MAL UNITS
The burning question in the Clemson barracks just now is a freezing
one.
In the shower baths where Tiger
cadets are wont to disport themselves on Saturday nights and occasionally in between, the hot water
trickles in little streams comparable to the dried up creeks and rivers of upper South Carolina during
the drought of last August. And
the heat issuing from the radiators
in many cadets' rooms on the colder days, at least in Barracks No. 1,
is as devoid of B.t.u.'s as an Eskimo's igloo, while the college chapel,
where all large gatherings are held,
is the playground of an icy atmosphere.
In the Clemson barracks there
are thirteen bath-rooms, each with
at least two showers. Of these thirteen, only four, the ones on the
ground levels of the various wings,
EVER have any hot water, while
these four do not always have it.
Surely it seems a waste of good
plumbing fixtures, if nothing more,
to have all these baths absolutely
useless during the winter months.
On an expedition around barracks
a few days ago, the editor of The
Tiger encountered one of his assocites sitting in a chair by the radiator, attired in a bath-robe. On
being questioned as to his immediate occupation, the associate declared himself to be in search of a
bath.
"Having tried unsuccessfully for
three days to get a warm bath," he
said, and the wind from the Southern edge of the blizzard which
swept the Northeast last week whistled shrilly outside as he spoke, "I
determined to cut a class this hour
to be sure to get it, but even just
now I have been to every bathroom
in barracks from the Terrace baths
on
Hall
2.
to
the
modest
showers on Sophoteria, and 'nary
a drop of hot water can be found."

A FINE BEGINNING
The authorities in charge of securing speakers and entertainments
for Clemson are to be congratulated on the appearance of Eddie
Guest, the nationally famous "Poet
of the People", last week. The entire corps and large numbers of the
campus people were delighted by his
wholesome humor and appealing
verse.
Which naturally brings up the
question: why can't we have more
speakers and lyceum attractions of
national reputation?
Edgar Guest was the first nationally known entertainer to appear
here this year; Ste hen Leacock
was the only one here last year.
And the day when a famous musical organization or soloist hp„s been
brought to Clemson is too far back
to be easily remembered.
Practically every lyceum attraction brought here is mediocre. The
Criterion Male Quartet, here recently, was the best thing along musical lines that has been to Clemson
in quite a while.
Consider the entertainment at
our sister institution Winthrop: a
partial list of attractions on the Artist Course there for this session includes, Stracciari, the Italian bartone; John Drinkwater, the famous

hn C. Shiver, !24, visited his
er on thi campus recently.
The Calhoun-Clemson High School
boys' and girls' basketball teams
entertained the visiting Lavonia
learns with a banquet Saturday
night.
The many friends of Miss Nellie
Porcher will regret to hear of her
death in Greenville on February 4.
Miss Porcher was formerly matron
at the college hospital and was
much loved for her kind treatment
of sick cadets.
Mrs. George Taylor, a former resident of Clemson, was buried at
Pendleton on February 9th.
Prof, and Mrs. Franklin Sherman entertained the members of
the office and clerical force of the
Entomology Division and their wives
last Thursday.
of Dr. an-* Mrs. E. W. Sikes.
Mrs. Flank Anderson entertained
at a lovely bridge party on Thursday evening. Delightful refreshments were served after -the game.
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. '-Sikes spent
the week-end in Haycsville, where
they visited friends./'
Edgar A. Guest was a recent
visitor on the c*inpUs. He was the
guest of Dr. D., w. Daniel.
Mrs. J. M. Johnson has returned
from a visit t/j relatives in Virginia.
Mrs. Wil'ikm A. Wright, of Atlanta, spent a few days last week
at the home e,f MT. A. B Bryan.
The School improvement Association held its meeting on Friday afternoon at tbij Calhoun-Clemson
school. Miss Rlattie Thomas addressed the members. Mrs. H. W.
Barre, the president, presided.
Prof, and Mrs. Ct}. P. Hoffman entertained a numbe'-r of friends on
Saturday evening i,\t a bridge party.
Miss Margaret Sadler was hostess
at a dinner party j on last Wednesday evening at th<l Hotel in honor

everal views of the present
condition of Florida. The following
phases of the subject were discauses of the greatness of Florida;
and vegetables that can be grown;
causes of the greatness of Flordia:
what Flordia has for the young
man; the soundness of the Florida
boom; and the cause of the love
for Florida. This talk was instructive as well as interesting.
Several other interesting speakers
will be present at future meetings.
These opportunities are too great
to let pass unnoticed.
E. R. A.
Only seniors will be permitted the
luxury of moustaches at the University of Idaho. This is done to prevent the spread of hairlip now so
prevalent among lower classmen.
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CAMPUS NOTES

turned to the campi's
Rev. W. H. Mills
5 addressed the Forum
in Columbia.
Mr. an I
George Jones, of
Easf Orange, N. J., wen
cent
guests '•" Mr. and Mrs. B. H. John-

i

Fine

HORTICULTURIST?
We heartily endorse this comment of The North Carolina
HX>UN
State College Technician: "Says The News and Observer, 'EditDr. F
"Flc
ing a college weekly is now almost as exciting as editing a daily
TuesMargaret Sadler was hostess
newspaper. If they had to sit up late at night writing head- to Miss
the Book Club Thursday after- day.
lines and then face our professor next day they would appre- noon.
ais interesting
The'o. L. Vaughan, '24, has reciate the truth of their joke"
... Dr. Calhoun brought
So he sat by the radiator, trying
to extract a little heat from that
chilly apparatus.
Eddie Guest, the famous poet who
hails from Detroit where it is bleak
in winter, recited a poem about
running a furnace when he was
Clemson last week. He prefaced i
with the question (he was speaking
in the college cha] el and
his hearers wer< wearing overcoat;}
while sitting in that hall): "You
don't 1
• -1- '■■ ere, do
you."
Yes, Eddie, w« do have furnaces
down here
ley don't always
give the desired output of British
thermal unll
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WALKING two blocks
to spend three dollars
for a pen that sours a man's
disposition — that's footwork. But walking two
miles (if necessary) and
paying $5 or $7 for a Parker Duofold, with 25-year
guaranteed Point—that's
head work.
Stop at the nearest pen counter
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DO YOU WEAR SIZE 10 SHOES
OR LARGER?
If so, buy Hobs at a Specia Price of $2.95.
really last.
See my new Spring Hats.
Buckskin.

They

The newest color is

Complete line of Golf, Tennis and Track supplies.

SEE HOKE SLOAN'S
An old Clemson man in business at Clemson,
And 100 Percent for Clemson
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GLEMSON ALL-SOUTHERN TACKLE HAS HAD
H. C. BEATY, '11,
UNIQUE HISTORY WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC
GETSJIGH POST
W. F. Sneed, '02, Unwittingly
Associated
Press
Promotes
to Sneed said:
"Sneed, I don't
Got Job Which Led to
Clemson
Man
to
Import'
think everything is quite on the
High Post
ant Desk
level aroud here.'
Sneed said: "Well, I don't think
H. C. Beaty, Clemson '11, has
One of the many Clemson gradu- so either, Mr. Blank."
ates who hold high positions in the
Going home late one night the recently been promoted to one of
field of electrical engineering is next week, he noticed some more the most important posts of the
W. F. Sneed '02, an all-Southern barrels going down to the warf Associated Press, premier newstackle on Clemson's great football marked "Scrap." The next morning gathering organization of the world.
teams of those days, now Assistant he brought the matter to the atten- His new position is that of assistManager of the Switchboard Depart- tion of the chief engineer, who ant divisional news editor for the
WIAV29
ment of the General Electric Com- asked him if he'd told anyone else. New York division of the A. P.
Mr. Beaty has been a newspaper
pany.
Sneed replied that he hadn't.
Quit Peeping
man ever since his graduation in
The unique story of how Sneed
i). & W. M. I. WILL
"Well,"
the
chief
said,
Don't."
"LeRoy," whispered the fair one got his job with G. E. is told in
HAVE SWIMMING TEAM
While in college he was
Sneed thought this rather peculiar 1911.
in a nervous whisper as she pushed following article which was printed,
prominent in publication work on
to
say
the
least
and
walked
off.
The Douglass and Westbury Mili- him away, "You'll have to wait; along with a picture of Mr. Sneed,
The next week, the treasurer was the student papers.
tary Institute has recently
an- give me time."
He was in college at Clemson at
in " PTM," a magazine published around again and asked Sneed what
"How much?" asked the lovesick by the General Electric Test Alumni
nounced that they will have a swimthe same time that Octavus Roy
he
thought
about
the
work
in
genming team that will out-swim any- youth. "A week, a month, or even Association:
eral and whether he thought every- Cohen, now a noted short-story
a year?"
body that cares to oppose them.
There has never perhaps been a thing was on the level in the yard. writer, was here; and he and Cohen,
"Don't get impatient," she an- case of a man's becoming associated
They have started practice al"No," replied Sneed, "it isn't. whose tales of Birmingham negroes
ready and recently won a match swered, "only wait until the moon with the Testing Department of the Somebody has been sending copper are now making the whole country
from four of the cadets, who were gets under a cloud."
General Electric under circumstan- out of here marked 'Scrap' for some laugh, were joint authors of many
washing their sins away last Sunstories which appeared in The Clemces similiar to those in which W.
This is Skit McConnell's latest F. Sneed found himself back in time past. And a few nights ago son Chronicle. In fact those who
day morning about church time, in
I
saw
some
reels
of
new
copper
the flowing waters of the swift song hit, conceived by the All- 1902.
leave here in a barrel, marked were at Clemson then say that there
American soda-jerker, and copySeneca.
The story was told at a meeting 'Scrap.' You can kiss that copper was hardly a single month but what
"Pistol" Pete, the outstanding righted by him: "I used to shower of the Schenectady-Pittsfield Chapter
because you'll never see Beaty and Cohen, both now highly
athlete, is the possessor of a fine my girl with Christmas presents, of the Clemson Alumni Association good-bye
successful in the fields of newspaper
it
again."
physique that rivals that of Lion- BUT it Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo'." held last summer in Schenectady
writing, contributed a story to the
The
next
week,
the
"Chief"
inel Strongfort or "Baldhead" Bryan.
student magazine.
Someone asked Mr. Sneed how he
formed
Sneed
that
his
application
Soph: The girl of my dreams is a became connected with the Testing
Young Johnnie Baker is also the
The following item from
the
understudy of "Pistol" and in years gold digger.
Department.
Mr. Sneed, who by for work with the Testing Depart- Service Bulletin of the Associated
Fresh: Shucks, I'd like to see her the way attained considerable promi- ment of the General Electric Com- Press tells of Beaty's service with
to come should be a worthy successor. A reward of ten demerits dig gold out of you!
nence in his school days as an All- pany had been accepted. He was that great news organization:
will be given to the cadets who so
After a service in Washington
Southern takle on the championship a bit puzzled because he had never
He was which covered all staff assignments,
desire to challenge the "soldier
Manufacturer:
"I don't know football teams of Clemson of '01, sent in an application.
boys" to a meet.
whether to accept this testimonial '02 and '03 under Coach John Heis- informed, however, that a certain H. C. Beaty came to New York last
—F. B. L.
or not."
man, answered the question as fol- clique of men had considered him year and was at once assigned to the
undesirable and decided to get rid day city desk. He became assistant
Ad Manager: "What's wrong with lows:
of him.
Mrs. Sikes (gazing at the moon): it?"
divisional news editor with the re"When I left school I made my
Have you ever seen "the lady in the
Manufacturer: "It says: 'I used first application for a job to the
cent reorganization.
to have three bald spots on the top engineer of a street railway system
Mr. Beaty entered the Associated
Two unique courses are being ofJack Law- -No mam, it was shown of my head, but since using your in one of the towns in the lower
fered by the University of Washing- Press at Washington in January,
at the "Y", I think, but I didn't hair restorer I have only one'."
part of South Carolina.
He told ton this year—a course in elemen- 1917, and his first run covered the
see it.
me he had nothing for me. I said, tary Japanese and a practical short war and navy departments. Later he
Soph—"What is your ambition, 'Oh, yes, you must have a job for course in Fisheries. One of the pop- went to the Washington desk as asA most charming event in the so- fresh?"
me." But he said there was nothing ular classes of the latter is a short sistant and then night editor; held
cial life of the cadets was the parFresh—"To die just one year doing. I said, 'You mean to tell course in
"Methods
of Testing similar positions on the day deskty given by Mr. "Horse" Haskell to sooner than you."
me
that
you
have
no
job
for
a
boy
Canned
Foods."
At
the
Alabama was assistant chief of the senate
a number of admiring friends last
Soph—"Why
do
you
want
to
do
who
has
just
finished
Clemson
ColPolitechnic
Institute
there
has just staff for two sessions, and covered
Friday evening. Mr. Haskell enterthat?"
lege?'
The
engineer
insisted
that
been
completed
a
five-day
course
for the United States supreme court
tained in a delightful fashion, but
^'•esh—"So that I'll, be a Soph in he had nothing."
Electric Metermen. "Hockey on the for two terms.
the party was a rataer "wet" af- Hades when you get there."
A graduate of Clemson college,
Mr. Sneed came back with: "Well, Ice' 'is now being offered at the Unifair—this was not the fault of the
The picnickers were obliged to you know, I don't get paid for what versity of Brazil this year. What 'Mr. Beaty began his newspaper work
host, however.
on the Bayonne (N. J.) Times in
cross a railroad track in reaching
Immediately after the prelimina- a place where they -w_p.re to have I do, I just work to learn some- price education?
1911. He worked successively on
ries, the real business of the even- lunch, and litt.e Bobby, going ahead thing."
the Newark N. J. Star, the New
"Oh," the engineer said, "that
ing was attendd to.
Mr. Haskll
Two University of Alberta fresh- York Daily Mail, the I. N. S., and
was escorted to the New Barracks saw a train approaching. Eagerly is different. In that case, I suppose
also as Washington correspondent
Annex, where a shower was given he shouted to hia parent who was I Saa find something for you to do." men staged a fake murder behind for the Army and Navy Journal.
still
on
the
track:
one
of
the
dormitory
buildings.
The
work
turned
out
to
be
the
in his honor.
"Hurry, Daddy, or else give me salvaging of ccp.per strips from a Guns were fired and a trail'of red
Social life has been somewhat
heap of boards of"a type they used ink was left in the snow leading • Relics of ancient Indian life have
neglected in the past but it is prob- the lunch."
on old arc lamps. After a month to a nearby thicket. Two poses of been received by the archaeology muable that many showers will be in
Agr. Freshman, dreaming ,thinks of this Sneed had not only a goodly police were summoned, and when seum at the University of Utah. They
vogue for the rest of the season he hears the old, familiar words of
pile of copper to show for his ef- the boys found that the affair was include two bowls, a ladle, and a
as the weather is warmer.
his "Ma" calling him to the plow:
forts, but a pair of badly blistered being regarded seriously they con- mug, all of pottery. There are some
—F. B. L.
Day's a-breaking,
fessed. They were both brought to mugs here that should be put in a
hands as well.
Peas in the pot
court.
The
murdered
boy was museum, also. They are not of potAt
this
time
the
man
who
tiad
The Height of Forgetfulness
And hoe-cake a-baking.
heard to swear voluminously.
tery.
charge
of
meters
for
the
company
Sweet Thing (airplane joy-riding)
quit, or was fired and Sneed was
"I forgot my parachute!"
Professor Lane (to the class) :
High Rider: "That's what I Well, boys, I have just returned asked if he knew anything about <<^M$M$M^<M^**^^
meters. He said:
"Well, I know
thought."
from Texas and the sun was so boil- one when I see it."
ing hot that I am going to be hardThe engineer decided to let him
Her (as the clock strikes two): boiled now.
take
care of the Company's meter
Don't go, George. Tell me. How
Brilliant Junior:
You weren't work, at the same rate of pay he
long have you loved me?
stewed were you, Professor?
started on.
Him (wearily) : For three conA second month rolled by, and
secutive hours and I mean to tell
Mac—A girl's father sent a man Sneed thought it about time that
you it's darn hard on the arms.
his name appear on the pay roll.
after me with a car one time.
He learnd that the former meter
Beth—Wasn't that lovely.
Sinner: "Do you think I'll recogMac—Not so—he was the chief of man had been receiving the magnifinize my loved ones in heaven?"
cent salary of $18 a week. The
police.
Saint: "Not at the distance you
boss told him he would try and arwill have to see them from."
She: What an unusual expression range to place him on the pay roll.
The following Saturday he received
you have on your face.
"What makes you seem so worhis pay envelope, which contained
He: I was thinking.
ried today, dear?" asked the wife
•34.50.
He walked on clouds all
of the absent minded professor.
the
way
home.
She—"All men are fools."
"I can't remember just which of
Then an opportunely came to
He—Yes, dear, we were made
the twin's birthday is tomorrow."
fools so that all of the women work with arc lamps. He did hard
work and learned quite a bit. He
wouldn't be old maids."
Prof: Do you swear?
approached his boss again and said:
Fresh: No, sir.
"Say, chief,
things aren't going
"What are you writing?"
Prof: Drink?
STATIONERY
JEWELRY
right, how come I'm on arc lamps
PENNANTS
"A joke."
Fresh: No, sir.
and doing the meter work too, and
Well, give her my regards."
Prof. Smoak, gamble or tell dirty
only getting $4.50 per week? The
jokes?
man who had charge of the' meters
'Girls are prettier than men."
Fresh: No, sir.
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN PENS
used to get $18 and the arc lamp
'Naturally."
Prof: Say, I'd like for you to
man $12 a week. You're making
'No—artificially."
meet my daughter.
lots of money off me. Why don't
Fresh: No, sir: I don't neck,
I get a little of it?"
The boss
Victim—Can you help me out with told him he would see what he
either.
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
this problem?
could do in the way of a raise.
Prof.—I would, but I dont' think Next week his pay envelope contain47. 21. :?2. 12. 03. O
College students at least have it would be right.
ed $9, a hundred per cent increase.
something in common with GerHe took another walk on the clouds.
Geneva—Mary, don't you hate the
many. Their marks are low and so
While on this work he observed
way this wind blows?
are ours.
that reels of new copper wire were
Mary—No, I'm not bowlegged. being cut up and shipped away as
scrap.
This usually occured at
NO. BUT HERE'S MY PIPE
night ,and naturally aroused his
"Hoo John, is my bath warm?"
Conductor—"This is a smoking
"Yas sir, Mr. Anderson, the suspicions. Shortly after, the treacar lady.'
surer of the company in speaking ♦♦♦^^♦^♦<M$M^~*<M^$~$^$~^
'Ooh, goody! Got a cigarette?" warmest I ever was in."
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HONORABLE MENTION LIST IS MADE
PUBLIC BY THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
Large Percentage of Students
Get Clear Cards First
Semester
The list of Clemson students who
have no failures, no current work
behind, and not over thirty demerits for the first semester of this
session has been made public by the
Registrar's office.
The Senior class led in the percentage of members receiving the
honorable mention, 87 seniors, or 72
percent of the class, being on the
list. In the Junior class 66 men, or
39 percent of the class, received the
award, while 121 sophomores and
135 freshmen achieved the distinction, making a percentage of 41 for
each of the two lower classes.
The names of those given honorable mention are as follows:
SENIORS
Alexander, E. R.
Bailey, T. L. W.
Batson, J. P.
Boseman, T. R.
Bouknight, L. S.
Bowles, H. J.
Boyd, J. A.
Bradley, T. L.
Brown, H. A.
Bryan, W. W.
Byrd, H L.
Carpenter, E. W.
Caughman, J. B.
Coleman, H. C.
Cox, H. A.
Cox, S. M.
Cudd, J. E.
Culler, P. W.
Darby, J. M.
Day, C. B.
Douglass, W. J., .lr.
Epting, J. C.
Ergle, D. R.
Ezell, P. B.
Farmer, W. A.
Fewell, J. A.
Fleming, J. M.
Foster, R. M.
Garrison, C. K.
Garrison, N. A.
Gilmer, F. S.
Green, G. H.
Hane, W. W.
Harrelson, O. M.
Hawkins, C. E.
Hendrix, S. H.
Henery, W. T.
Hester, J. B.
Jackson, R. A.
Jackson, T. G.
Jones, W. L.
Jordan, E. H.
Jordan, R. C.
Kearse, F. G.
King, B. D.
Kizer, H. F.
Law, J. M.
Leitzsey, F. B.
Lemmon, J. M.
Long, L. S.
McAlister, L C.
McClellan, G. W.
McCormac, E. L.
McCraw, L. G.
McGee, E. T.
McKerley, J. B.
Maner, J. K.
Martin, B. V.
Padgett, A. B.
Palmer, E. D.
Paulling, J. R.
Roche, A. O.
Rogers, C. H.
Roy, W R.
Sanders, J. H.
Shands, W. A.
Sherman, F.
Simkins, L. H.
Smith, R. E.
Smith, J. R.
Smyth, J. A.
Steer, R. D.
Strickland, P.
Taylor, W. H.
Thomas, H. L.
Tinsley, H. K.
Tison, P. H.
Todd, J. A.
Tozier, L. R.
Trent, R. L.
Trimmier, L. G.
Walker, J. E.
Wells, S. F.
Westbury, J. E.
White, W. A.
Wray, J. Q.
Wright, J. B.
JUNIORS
Adams, J. W.
Aull, J. L.
Austin, P. B.
Avent, J. K.
Baker, J. H.
Baker, W. L.

Beam, F. A.
Bennett, W. M.
Bonnett, G. W.
Breland, A. D.
Bryce, G. W.
Burnett, W. E.
Cannon, J. P.
Carter, T. H.
Cash, D. H.
Caughman, E. M.
Causey, O. R.
Coan, J. A.
Cromer, N. C.
Dill, R. C.
Donaldson, J. H.
Fishburne, F. J.
Garrison, R. H.
Gillespie, S. L.
Goff, H. B.
Googe, W. J.
Haskell, A. C.
Hendee, M. H.
Hendrix, T. J.
Herron, J. L.
James, J. H.
Jones, O. F.
King, J. N.
Lee, S. O.
McCracken, H. E.
McLeod, C. E.
McTeer, J. R.
Marshall, R. M.
Maxwell, W. C.
Metz, G. E.
Miller, L. R.
Miller, P. H.
Mitchell, R. H.
Parler, M. L.
Parnell, C. L.
Pickelsimer, D. L.
Reed, L. B.
Rogers, C. M.
Rosamond, J. E.
Rose, A.
Ross, D. H.
Russell, H. E.
Salley, C. T.
Seaborn, L. A.
Shore, F. W.
Skinner, T. B.
Smith, G. A.
Smoke, G. W.
Spencer, E. P.
Tarrant, W. E.
Tyler. R. T.
Warren, J. A.
West, C. P.
Whilden, C. N..
White, A. H.
Youngblood, J. E.
SOPHOMORES
Albergotti, J. C.
Alexander, D. O.
Andrews, C. C.
Avent, J. J.
Barron, W. H.
Blakeney, C. R.
Boseman, J. C.
Bradley, M. E.
Britt, C. E.
Burgess, R. A.
Campbell, M. M.
Campbell, Tv A.
Carroll, G. H.
Cato, J. B.
Clarke, J. H.
Clarke, W. H.
Corley, S. R.
Crook, M. D.
Cuttino, B. H.
Cuttino, D. S.
Dargan, W. K.
Durst, W. P.
Early, E. B.
Etters, C. W.
Etters, F. E.
Evans, J. C.
Farmer, R. E.
Fennell, H. A.
Fishburne, J. G.
Ford, F. G.
Fowler, B. R.
Garrison, H. P.
Gault, H. S.
Geddings, E. M.
Gillespie, D. D.
Godfrey, A. D.
Graves, G. S.
Greene, C. D.
Griffis, H. J.
Hane, H. T.
Harrison, R. C.
Harris, S. T.
Herring, W. H.
Hewlett, L. M.
Hicks, J. O.
Holman, F. W.
Hudgens, W. W.
Hudson, G. E.
Hughston, T. L.
Humphreys, C. J.
Husbands, Henry
James, W. C.
Jeter, E. C.
Jones, A. S.
Jones, J. D.
Jones, M. A.
Jones, Sloan

Jordan, J. A.
Klugh, G. F.
Knobelock, L. G.
Lathan, C. G.
Leitner, J. A.
Lesesne, F. F.
Link, A. C.
Linton, W. T.
Lomas, C. H.
McCalla, J. W.
McCutcheon, G. H.
Macfie, W. H.
Major, F. M.
Martin, L. K.
Martin, S. P.
Marvin, H. W.
Maxwell, J. A.
Moore, J. L.
Mundy, J. T.
M.urrah, E. S.
Norris. J. D.
Norton, E. L.
Owen, S. G.
Parker, G. F.
Patrick, C. H.
Philpot, C. P.
Pickens, R. O.
Pressley, W. A.
Pruitt, W. R.
Purvis, E. R.
Reinach, M. M.
Ridgeway, E. J.
Robinson, H. B.
Sanders, H. I.
Schaefer, W. B.
Shelley, L. W.
Sholar, J. O.
Simmons, G. G.
Smith, S. L.
Smith, T. W.
Smith, T. L.
Steadman, C. L.
Stewart, T. C.
Stopplebein, H. E .
Taylor, H. K.
Thompson, Z. D.
Thomason, G. L.
Timmerman, W. P.
Truesdale, E. G.
Tuttle, R. H.
Tyler, E. L.
Wallace, R. W.
Walsh, A. A.
Webb, J. A.
Welborn, M. B.
Westmoreland, J. W.
Whetstone, G. D.
White, H. A.
White, R. B.
Williams, G. P.
Williams, H. T.
Wingard, B. JR.
Witherspoon, J. H.
Wylie, A. P.
FRESHMEN
Adams T" «
Ad.
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Jeffers, Ralph •
Jenkins, J. M«
Jordan, E. P.
Jones, H. W,
Keisler, J. G.
King, C. J.
Kirkley, F. E.Kline, W. N.
Lachicotte, Francis
Leverett, P. D.
London, H. R.
McComb, J. R.
McDonald, E. M-.
McGee, R. L.
McMillian, R. F.
Mahaffey, C. R.
Maddox, W. D.
Marshall, L. E.
Mattison, J. A.
Mayer, Harold
Meyes, W. E.
Meares, G. A.
Miller, H. F.
Miller, R. O.
Morgan, B. W.
Morton, E. H.
Motes, J. H.
Muller, J. D.
Murdock, E. C.
O'Dell, J. D.
O'Quinn, J. D.
Pepper, B. D,
Powers, G. F.
Pitts, I. S.
Poe, H. D.
Pressley, O. K.
Pridmore, R. G.
Ray, C. E.
Rose, W. T.
Sander, L. F.
Shands, H. L.
Shedd, J. G.
Sherman, D. B.
Smith, H. A:
Smith, R. L.
Smoak, H. H.
Smoak, K. A.
Stacy, S. G.
Stevenson, M. B.
Stevenson, R. C,
Strowman, C. W.
Suber, J. C.
Sumner, J. F.
Sweeney, R. L.Taylor, R. A.
Tice, F. F.
Tiencken, W. P.
Townsend, T. P.
Turner, Hamish,
Tuten, W. L.
Valley, J. B.

Venning, H. A.
Vincent, W. D.
Vogel, L. J.
Warren, Emmett
Webb, E. von H.
Webb, T. W.
Weihl, J. H.
Whitten, S. E.
Wilder, A. B.
Williams, J. F.
Williams, T. L.
Wilson, C. B.
Wood, J. K.
Wright, C. D.
Yarborough, R. W.
SPECIALS AND IRREGULARS
Cain, R. H.
Cobb, C. N.
Gibson, D. A.
Hamrick, F. G.
Hamer, T. G.
Li, Kochia
Mobley, F. B.
Nichols, P. M.
Parker, W. E.
Smith, S. T.
Swords, P. E.
Turner, G. E.

DR. SIKES TO ADDRESS
TRI-COUNTY GATHERING
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of
Clemson College, will address the
Tri-County Clemson Club, composed
of alumni in Aiken, Saluda, and
Lexington Counties, at Batesburg
on February 23.
The occasion of the gathering will
be the annual banquet of the TriCounty Club. This organization was
formed about a year ago. H. L.
Fulmer, '11, of Batesburg, is president.
A large attendance is expected for
the banquet since Dr. Sikes is to be
the guest of honor.
After examinations were over
with, the staff of the Wellesley
News went on a journalistic spree
and produced the Wellesley Patriot, "A paper for People who
can't think."
Red ink was used
promiscuously on the front page.
Some of the features were, a ha'f
page of Comics, Adv'r"
.'vers
a Radio Section, and a Daily Short
Story.

Alt

AIL n, H. A.
And
And
And
Asbia, i,. N.
Ayers, ft. G
Barb
ton, C. R.
Blitch, E. W:
Brannon, R. R.
Buffkiu, M. R.
Calhoun, R. G.
Callaham, J. F.
Camp, W. J.
Carter, Richard, C.
Caughman, John JM.
Caughman, James M.
Causey, H. C.,
Chapman, H. A.
Clyburn, T. M.
Clyburn, W. T.
Cobb, G. P.
Cook, C. R.
Coker, W. T.
Copeland, T. A.
Cornwall, B. V.
Craven, W. B.
Crosland, R. E.
Culp, B.
Cunningham, H. W.
Davis, G. N.
Davis, J. . N.
Dickinson, G, M.
Dickson, R. W.
Duffie, H. F.
Eaddy, J. N.
Edwards, B. L.
Eison, F. J. .
Ellis, J. T. .
Faulkenberry, G, E.
Foster, J. R.
Gaines, F. P.
Galloway, J. C:
Gibson, Paul
Graham, L. H.
Gray, J. W.
Hanna, M. L.
Harper, J. L.
Harter, J. W.
Harvin, S. A.
Hawkins, J. F.
Haynie, D. P,
Heller, Harold
Hendricks, J. P.
Higgins, E. E .
Hoefer, H. A.
Jackson, C. A. ,

Still in Service after 250 Years
AHUNDRED years before Napoleon was
born, before his wars scourged Europe, before the French Revolution raged, this Cast Iron
Pipe was laid, in the reign of Louis XIV, to
supply water to the fountains of Versailles.
A report from the Director of the Water Service says: "From their actual state of preservation, which is excellent, excepting the assembly
iron bolts, these conduits seem to be able to furnish service for a very considerable time longer."
The high resistance of this Cast Iron Pipe to
corrosion may be judged from the clearness of
the fine "parting line" produced by the old
horizontal method of casting.
THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU,

Peoples Gas BIdg., Chicago

CAST IRON PIP!

1
4

'THE BELL &■ SPIGOT JOINTx

Our new booklet, "Planning a Waterworks System," which covers the
problem of water for the
small town, will be sent
on request

THE ACCEPTED STANDAHD FOR
^UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION,

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service," showing interesting installations to meet
special problems
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DR. SiKES CALLS
CONFERENCE ON
FARMJLECTRICITY

With the support i \ Dr. Sikes,
the work in South Carolina is sure
to show marked increast Dr. Sikes'
influence will be noticeable in this
work in many places other than
this state.

TIGERS TRIUMPH
OVERJAMECOCKS

THE ENGINEER

Clemson on Top in First Clash
of Year with South
Carolina

Clemson Authorities To Ad- Who comes with pencil sharpened
vise On Use of Power In
keen,
With profile long and sober mein,
Rural Sections
With Transit, Level, Book and Tape
And glittering axe to swat the stake?
A conference on rural electrificaTHE ENGINEER
tion has been called by Dr. E. \V.
Sikes, president of Clemson Collage, Who sets the level, bends his spine,
to be held in the Poinsett hotel in Squints through the glass along the
Greenville on Wednesday, February
line,
17th.
Swings both his arms at rapid gait,
Dr. Sikes is very interested in Yells, "Hold that Goldamed rod up
the advancement
of
this work.
straight"?
Several Clemson men are connectTHE ENGINEER
ed with different committees of this
movement.
Who raves and snorts like one insane
The purposes of this meeting are Jumps in the air and claws his mane
to organize a state committee, to Whener're he sees a scraper take
discuss the relation of electricity to A whack at his most cherished stake?
agriculture, and to try to solve a way
THE ENGINEER
to meet the will of the farmers of
South Carolina in relation to the Who says he'll charge an even ten
use of electricity.
For stakes destroyed by mules and
J. T. McAlister, associate profesmen,
sor of agricultural engineering at While on all fours he tries in vain
Clemson, is secretary of the com- To find the vanished stake again?
mittee of arrangements.
THE ENGINEER
Prof. S. B. Earle, director of the
engineering department, is chairman Who saws the air with maddened
of the local college committee, and
rage
Prof. J. T. McAlister, secretary.
And turns with hate the figured page
The program is as follows: "Pur- And then with patience out of joint
pose of the Conference", Dr. E. W. Ties in another reference point?
Sikes, president of Clemson College;
THE ENGINEER
"History and Program of the National and State Committees on the Who calls it your unrivalled gall
Relation of Electricity to Agricul- Whene're you kick for overhaul,
ture", Dr. E. A. White, director of And gives your spine a frigid chill
the National Committee, Chicago, Whene're you spring an extra bill?
Illinois; "Does the Farmer Need
THE ENGINEER
Electric Power", Mr. J. E. Wannamaker, farmer, St. Matthews, S. C; Who deals with figures most profuse,
"Uses That May Be Made of Elec- And tells you solid rock is loose,
tric Power on the Farm", J. T. Mc- That hardpan is nothing more than
Alister, associate professor agriculloam,
tural engineering at Clemson Col- While gumbo is lighter than sealege; "Possibilities and Condition
f
"
1
Under Wbicl- Power Can Be SupE ENGINEER
plied to Farmers by Power CompaC. Marshall, president
Who, after all
; our praise
• .."pora'iar ways,
tion, Charlotte, N. C; "What Has While other . the gains
Been Done by the Power Compa- That spring from his prolific brain?
nies on Rural Electrification", Mr.
THE ENGINEER
E. B. Canty, Broad River Power
Company, Columbia, S. C; Dutch
"Tick" Hendee: "i hear thai ..
Luncheon, Club dining room, Poinsett hotel;
motion picture "The turned down a date with the star
Electric Farm," and, "What Has fullback."
Elizabeth: "Yeah?
I read that
Been Done in Alabama", Mr. E. C.
he had a stiff arm."
Easter, project leader, Alabama.
Kli:.sii.s!]»»t "
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Sweet was the victory that the
Tiger basketball team had at the
expense of the Carolina Gamecocks
last Tuesday night in Columbia. The
Tigers, entering the second period
of the game a full ten points behind the Gamecocks, staged a sensational comeback that landed them
in the lead at the conclusion of the
fray with a 38 to 35 count.
Hardly before the Carolina supporters knew what was happening,
the Clemson five had, by some quick
thinking, smooth passing, and some
beautiful tossing, eaten away the
Birds' lead, and established the remarkable record of scoring eighteen
points in one period while their
opponents had succeeded in ringing up only one field goal. The Tigers were slow and seemed rather
at a loss early in the game. The
Carolina team taking advantage of
this piled up a score in the first
half that overshadowed the visitors
by ten points, but the Tigers, who
had shown evidence of their power
several times during the play, came
back in after the inter-period con-

ference and went steadily to work
at the task of overtaking the Birds.
Roy, Newman, and Brock were
the heroes of the Tiger's successful
rally.
Roy seemed to know just
where and when to strive to spill
some beautiful plays. Eskew and
McGlone are to be lauded for their
defensive work of which Newman
and Brock took advantage to rush
through tally after tally that steadily advanced the Tigers' count.
Bill Rogers and Seidman were the
shining lights on the Carolina quintet, while Holcombe lead the scoring for the Gamecocks.
The game was one of those filled
with that spirit that is always present when Clemson aond Carolina
play, and gives evidence of the
friendly spirit of keen competition
between the schools. This was the
first meeting of these ancient rivals
in 1926, and a Tiger victory at the
first meeting surely looks good to
Tigertown.
Clemson (38)
Brock (10

Carolina (85)
Rogers (35)
F.

Fair (2)

Newman (13)
F.

Roy (10)

Holcombe (15)
C.

Seidman (2)

Eskew (5)
G.

M. Swink
G.
Clemson substitutions: McGlone;
Carolina substitutions: Farr, Wise,
Rusomano.
Palmer

INVADERS DELAYED,
GAMEJIOT PLAYED
Kentucky Team Misses Train
in Atlanta, and Arrives
Here Too Late
It was a sore disappointment to
the team and the corps in general
that the game with the University
of Kentucky
here
on Saturday
night had to be called off because
the Kentuckians missed their train
connection and were unable to arrive in time for the game.
However, they arrived at Calhoun
on the nine o'clock train and were
prepared to play when they reached
the College, but by that time the
student body had scattered for the
evening, and the team also. Coach
Gillam was not on the Campus when
the visiting team arrived, or the
game would have been played as
quickly as was possible to assemble the team.
The Kentuckians practiced in the
gym for a half hour Saturday night,
and those who saw them work out
say that Tigertown was deprived
of a real treat in the splendid exhibition of basketball that the boys
from the Blue Grass would have
given had the game ben played.

Decorate
yourself 'with
the degree
J

CAN YOU BEAT IT?
AT THE TIGER PRESSING CLUB You will get
Shoes Rebuilt out of the best soles that can be
bought.
Suits'and Trousers handled with best of
care.
Every person's legal tender
Likes the service that we render.

f ♦

Cool as the stare of a marble Venus. Sweet
as the approach of vacation. Fragrant as spring
blossoms. Think up your own similes, Fellows.
You will when you pick P. A. and a jimmy-pipe
for permanent roommates. Prince Albert is
great tobacco, and that's not blah.

C TAYLOR
IHHSIIISIIEEIIHIISE^^

JflfIN G, CALHOUN
HOTEL
*\ •

THAT means "Pipa Amoroso" in the Latin, or
"pipe-lover" in plain camp s English. P. A.
has certainly endeared a pipe to more men than
any other letters in the smoke-alphabet. Because
Prince Albert lets a fellow smoke all he wants
to—and makes him want to!

P. A. i5 sold everywhere in
tidy red tins, pound and halfpound tin humidors, and
pound crystal-glass humidors
with sponge-moistener top.
And always with every bit of
bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process.

Get yourself a tidy red tin of Prince Albert
today. Fill the bowl of that old jimmy-pipe to
the brim and borrow a match. Then you're set
for some great smoke-sessions, as sure as you're
a foot high.

ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

100 Bath*

FRINGE ALBERT
—no other tobacco is like it!

Excellent Cuisine
© 1926, K. J. Reynolds Tobaeeo
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C

TCMNVim
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FOUR MORE BASKETBALL GAMES

Score 32 to 30 in Close and Exciting Battle on Clemson
Floor
The Tiger quintet, displaying an
ixcellent passing attack,, was victorious over the Davidson Wildcats,
3 2 to 30, here Monday night. The
game was closely contested but the
superiority of the Tiger was manifested throughout the encounter.
The Wildcats succeeded in tying
the score twice, but the Tigers were
quick to forge ahead each time.
By staging a dsperate rally in the
last few minutes of play, the Davidson team managed to get a twopoint lead. The Tigers were quick
to retaliate, however, and the game
ended with Clemson leading by the
narrow margin of two points. Carter Newman, flashing Clemson forward, tossed the final basket several seconds before the crack of
the pistol that ended the game.
The stellar shooting of Brock
and Newman was of an excelent variety, while the all-around playing
of Wallace Roy, stalwart Tiger center, was one of the features of the
game. McGlone played steadij.y-and
consistently at the guard position.
Laird H
shining light of
the ^r.vioson quintet, although Anderson led the scoring for the Wildcats.
Brock (15)
Laird (10)
F.
Newman '8)
Hine (5)
F.
Roy (8)
Wilson
s 'lit just lately the Ti
»] ( where they will play the
C.
'. t'-o'r stride. In th
ersity of Georgia. Here's luck
Anderson (14)
come-back that they made ur:;i\-.,( to you, team. We're backing yon to Eskew
■ I ... .. J.,la".)H'l J..—nw—r-rtrr: ?«11 TM' > the limit. Bring us another victory.
Harrison (1)
McGlone
..,;.,>
Itadel Bulldogs, they
G.
■<] the results of expert coachClemson ■ substitutions: Hendee,
ine 'lid tireless efforts toward per(1),
Midkiff, Palmer.
fection .
Davidson substitutions: Hudgens

Some say that Spring is here, and so it seems from the balmy
days that the weather man has been handing out of late. These
warm days certainly feel fine, but oh!—these winter mornings- That is the time when Old Sol laughs up his sleeve at the
sleepy, shivering cadets as they turn out for Reveille on these
chilly morningsOld Sol has not yet decreed that Jack Frost shall be shut
up in his icy castle, and he laughs to think that there will be
anotj^i: month of cold reveilles- But just so long as the days
are warm and suitable for baseball practice what do we care
about Jack Frost- Already baseball and track candidates are
taking advantage of the early spring days. Training and workouts have begun in earnest- and some developments may be
seen at an early date.
With four more games on the schedule, two of which are
to be played at home, the 1926 basketball season draws to a
close. Three of these games are conference games and two
of them are state games. The Tiger quintet has won only one
out of the six conference games they have played this season,
and have lost five of the eight state games played. Four victories out of the next four games are absolutely necessary to,
raise Clemson's standing from the bottom of the list. T ct's
em, arfa
ar, must have
have these victories, team. We need them,
them,

A

>ck has de-"elone>l into a fast,
elusive forward, and is to be ded mon for a iarg? part of the
e in every game. That victory
Davidson Monday night was
largely to his beautiful work.
He amassed a total of fifteen points,
the highest number scored by any
of the players.
Carter Newman is ind^pensable.
His ability as a forward and h?s
F—'oc^h execution play^ a large part
in every game. His quick thinking
rnd sure footwork sHu.l the Tigers
in sood stead whenever occasion
For the iast several games
Hendee has not bee-i in the fray
rs much as these other boys, but
while he is in the game he makes
his presence felt heavily.
A lad who has not yet achieved
the heights of some, but nevertheless is a quick
thinking, quick
acting, accurate shooting player is
Mundy. Mundy has entered a number of games this year and in all
that he has part.'sip*:*'*, in b ' i is
proved that he is a basketball Player of considerable merit.
With Palmer, or M 'Clone, and
Eskew at the guard positions the
Tigers have a tight defense, as
several teams have found out.
These boys play a real, jam-up
etball game, and the forward
that succeeds in breaking through
them earns his goal.
Wallace Hoy, the stalwart center has earned the reputation < f being everywhere at once and making
himself the dread of all opposing
teams. Roy has played sre'.tar ball
this season, and is just, now in his
prime. He is tiie deadly nemesis
of any player who dares to share
the center circle with him.
That Tiger machine is In Athens

SPORTS

BASKETEERS TAKE
CITADEL WINS OVER BASEBALL PRACTICE
BEGINS FOR TIGERS
FAST GAME FR0&T TIGERS IN FURIOUS
DAVIDSON QUINT BASKETJNGOUNTER

&~

The splendid coordination of the
players and the singularly clever
work of the forwards. Newman and
Brock, have put fear into the hearts
leir opponents, evnii when the
encounter did not result in a Tiger
victory.
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RATS LOSE BY ONE
POINT JO CAROLINA
Score Between Freshman
Quintets of Ancient Rivals Is 37 to 36

The Whelps lost a hard fought
game to the young Gamecocks here
last Wednesday by a score that was
a* small as it could possibly be \n
order to give the game to Carelxna.
The final score was 3 7 to 3 6 in favor of the Biddies.
It was closely fought from start
to finish. Several flashy spurts were
made by each team on several occasions of the game. The first half
ended with the Biddies 7 points
ahead.
The second half saw the Cubs
come back with a rush and rapidly
pull themselves out of the rut to
quickly tie the score.
Then the
game see-sawed back and forth
until the final whistle blew with
Carolina leading by one tons point.
t was one of those good games
which are so hard to lose.
L. Coleman at forward wis in
the thick of play during the entire
contest. He rang up some mighty
■fty shots during the second half.
O'Dell and Batson played a jam-up
ame at the guard positions. 0'D?11
"limped up to the opponents » :--ket
in several occasions and Iropped
the ball in for points.
Batson
made one long, beautiful shot from
i position beyond the foul zone.
Carolina's passing was the main
factor which defeated the Cubs.
Thpy very seldom missed the basket.
Below is the lineup:
;>n (36) Pos. Carolina (37)
Coleman, L.
Nolan
F.
Sanders
Butler
F.
Lawson
Wolfe
C.
O'Dell
Chandler
G.
Batson
Vogle
G.
Substitutions. Clemson, Hanna,
Coleman, Marshall, Pressly.

and Simpson.

NEWBERRY MANS
D8#NJIGER FIVE
edskins Win 26 to 22 in Hotly Contested Battle at
Newberry

Track Team Also Limbers Up
As Spring Weather Warms
Jungle Liar
Cadets From Charleston Take
Victory in Best Game Seen
The past few days of balmy
weather suggests to us that Spring
Here This Year
is just around the corner. Spring
The Tigers were defeated here effects changes in athletics is well
last Friday night by the Citadel as in affairs of the heart and physBulldogs, 26-23, in the fastest and ical well-being. It is needless to
most hotly contested game that has say, of course, with spring comes
been played at Clemson this season. baseball and track, with much inBoth teams presented first class terest in both.
Coach Cul Richards called his
brands of basketball, each guarding
closely, passing effectively, and se- first practice for varsity jaseball
curing a high degree of accuracy candidates on Monday. Many men
were out and the number is increasin tossing baskets.
The Bulldogs were in fine work- ing daily. The Tigers had an exing order and played with an ease cellent Freshman team last year,
and swiftness that earned them and the men coming from this
much praise. The Tigers were wide squad, together with those from last
open, playing jam-up ball all of the year's varsity, should compose the
time and fighting the Citadel team personnel of a good team. The
every minute of the game like real coaching this year will be done by
Coaches Richards and Gillam.
Tigers at bay.
In conjunction with baseball
Twice the score was tied, and sevIn this branch of
eral times the Cadets from the Bat- comes track.
tery were hard pushed to keep even sport Clemson has for many years
a lead of one point. Weeks and reigned supreme in state circles,
Douglass, of the visiting te0ni, gave and has made a good showing in
a very neat exMWf*?2 oi cage sport, inter-state meets. Coach Saunders
pulling so-..j nifty passing and some is supervising the track festivities
:U^!,in;: offensive work. 'Weinberg this year. Candidates for the track
was a valuable man on defensive, team are already hard at work
many times preventing the Tigers training themselves for a strenuous
from following up an unsuccessful season which faces them. The excellent material which is available
shot.
Although the Citadel boys were should afford Clemson one of the
good players, they did not eclipse best track teams which she has had
the Tiger machine completely. Far in a number of years.
The Corps of Cadets should enfrom it. The Tigertown boys showed
that they could put up just as good courage these candidates for the
an exhibition of basketball as thoir various teams and start them eff
opponents did. Newman and Brook with a vim. Clemson has the matewere not to be outdone by the shin- rial, has the coaches, has the spirit.
ing Citadel forwards, and Eskew Let's : make these three elements
nike our spring
and McGlone tied with Wjeinhfizs, co-oi
and Figg for the guarding honors. | season a howling success!
At the end of the half the score |
stood 13 to 7 for Citadel, but in the,
second half the Tigev-ii staged a sensational rally, unit brought them I
within the margin of a field goal of j
their opponents' lead several times
and once they tied the count. But
with the aid of a foul goal and a
field goal, the Bulldogs forged ahead
in the last few seconds before the
final whistle, and managed to keep
the game safe until the end. The
score, after forty minutes of fierce
and heated fighting, stood 26 to ?3
for the Bulldogs from the seaside.
Clenison (23)
Citadel (26)
Douglas (7)
Newman (8
F.

Weeks (8)

Brock (5)
On last Wednesday night the
Newberry Indians nosed out the
Clemson Tigers in a hard fought
and hotly contested battle by the
score of 26 to 22.
During the greater part of the
game neither team could gain more
than a three-point lead, each team
fighting doggedly for supremacy.
Five times during the contest the
score was tied.
However, in the
last few minutes Newberry launched an attack which the Tigers were
unable to withstand.
Brock, Newman, and Roy played
good ball for Clemson. For Newberry, Westwood, Butler, Rickert and
Spearman featured. This was one
of the best games seen at Newberry this season.
Lineup:
Clenison (22)
Newbenry (26)
Brock (7)
(9) Westwood
F.
Newman (9)
Eleazer
F.
Roy (4)
(3) Wheeler
C.
Eskew
(3) Butler
G.
McClone (2)
(6) Rickert
G.
Substitutions:
Clemson, Allison,
Midkiff; NewbeTry," Spearman (5),
Cromer.
"I received a letter from a chap
who said he'd shoot me if I didn't
keep away from his wife.
I'm
scared to death."
"Then why don't you keep away
from his wife?"
"The fellow didnt' sign his
name."

F.

Reeder (2)

Roy (4)
C.

Weinberg (4)

McGlone (2)
G.

Eskew (2)

Figg (2)
G.
Clemson
substitutions:
Mundy
(2).
Citadel substitutions: Sanders (3).

CLEMSON MEN MAKE
NOTABLE RECORDS
IN NORTHJAROLINA
Recognizing as outstanding the
work done by a Clemson graduate,
the North Carolina agricultural Extension Service has -selected J. T.
Lazar, '12, as the most efficient
farm demonstration agent in the
Tarheel state. He will be rewarded with a free trip to Washington,
D. C.
In awarding the distinction to Mr.
Lazar, who is demonstration agent
for Columbus County, the Extension
officials carefully considered the
work he had done in comparison
with that of four other leading
agents.
It is notable that of the other
four men whose records entitled
them to consideration for this honor, two were also Clemson men, N.
K. Rowell, '12, and E. O. McMahau,
'15. Thus three of the five leading
agents of the Old North State, including the leading one of them all,
are Clemson graduates.

WMGLEYS
NEW HANDY PACK

Fits hand *~
pocket and purse
More for your money
and the best Peppermint
Chewing Sweet for any money

Look for Wrigley's P. K. Handy Pack
flf on your Dealer'* Counter G7 Ifc

